MIDDLE SCHOOL
FICTION BOOKS
7th & 8th Grade

C9865AL

Cushman

Alchemy and Meggy
Swann

Crippled Meggy Swan finds her father, an alchemist in London
and learns she has other strengths.

.
A54742FO

Anderson

Forge

After escaping from slavery, Curzon serves as a free man in
the Continental Army at Valley Forge.

A8984AS

Auch

Ashes of Roses

Margaret Rose Nolan works at the ill-fated Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory.

B65593S

Bloor

Story Time

George and Kate face evil at their new school.

B81732FA

Brande

Fat Cat

Overweight teen’s science project is to emulate early humans.

C323BE

Carter

Between a Rock and
A Hard Place

A canoe trip becomes a fight for survival for two cousins.

D2299MA

Dashner

Maze Runner

A boy wakes up in a maze with no memory.

D3374

Delaney

“Last Apprentice” series

Adventures of apprentice Tom and the local Spook who battle
evil.

D9425CI

DuPrau

City of Ember (sequels)

In the year, 241, Lina changes jobs to be a messenger which
will allow her to explore her beloved city.

F9824RE

Funke

Reckless

Jacob Reckless discovers a mirror that will take him to a
warring world.

G1415CO

Gaiman

Coraline

Coraline discovers a door to a world disturbingly different from
C3229HE

Carter

Heist Society

her own.

Teens try to save a girl’s father by restealing works of art.
H1266
C6266TH

Clements

Things Not Seen

Haddix

“Shadow Children” series

In a future world, only two children are allowed but some

A newly invisible boy tries to find out why he is invisible.

families have more which they keep hidden.

C71318HU

H6231HO

Collins

Hunger Games

In the future, children have to compete in a televised

Hiaasen

Hoot

Roy becomes involved in a movement to save owls.

competition.
H6389EN
C85173CO

Cottrell Boyce

Cosmic

Higson

Enemy

After a disease turns all adults into zombies, a group journeys

Super-sized Liam competes with adults to go into space.

toward a safe haven, Buckingham Palace.

C9133W

H6827TA

Creech

Walk Two Moons

Hobbs

Take Me to the River

Sal and her grandparents retrace the steps of her mother who

While running a river, two cousins face a storm and a

disappeared suddenly.

kidnapper.

C9533MI

Crowe

Mississippi Trial, 1955

K786SHM

Koertge

Shakespeare Makes the

A young man and his grandfather are at odds over the

Playoffs

kidnapping and murder of a young African American.

14 year old Kevin boland is torn between two girls.

L4791NE

Lee

Necessary Roughness

Teen Korean American moves to a small town where he faces
racism and conflicts with his father.

P3171
L66574E

Levine

Ella Enchanted

Patterson

Maximum Ride

Adventures of the Flock, a group of enhanced children who

Based on Cinderella, Ella is cursed with obeying any order

can fly.

given her.

P4499AS

Perkins

As Easy As Falling Off the
Face of the Earth

L9218G

Lowry

The Giver

Jonas becomes the receiver of memories in a future society

Teenage boy encounters one calamity after another when his
train strands him in the middle of nowhere.

and discovers some terrible truths.
P966AF
M4253Of

Matas

Of Two Minds

Prose

After

After an act of violence, a counselor takes over the school and

Follows two royal teens who have great mental powers.

students who rebel start to disappear.

M12385DE

R4163

McCaughrean

Death Defying Pepper

Rennison

Roux
Having been raised to think he will die before he turns 14,

Confessions of Georgia
Nicholson” series

Diary of an English school girl.

Pepper runs away to elude death.
R585PJ
M1585B

McKinley

Beauty

A retelling of the fairytale, Beauty and the Beast.

M1681SO

McMullan

Sources of

Riordan

The Lightning Thief

A teenager finds out he is the son of Poseidon, God of the
Sea.

R9348PR

Ruiz Zafon

Prince of Mist

Max and his sister face off with an dead evil magician.

Light
Samantha moves to Mississippi and learns about photography

R9895ES

and segregation.

Ryan

Esperanza Rising

Wealthy Esperanza and her mother are forced to become
M6364TO

Mikaelsen

Touching Spirit Bear

migrant workers

Cole is sent to a remote Alaskan Island when he hits a fellow
S69875W

student.

Sones

What My Mother Doesn’t
Know

Sophie searches for Mr. Right.
N1112ST

Na

A Step from Heaven

A young Korean girl finds it hard to adjust to American life.

S6992AF

Sonnenblick

After Ever After

Jeff and Tad are confronting cancer and eighth grade
O621SH

Oppel

Skybreaker

graduation.

Matt teams with another student from the Airship Academy to
find treasure.

S7572ST

Spinelli

Stargirl

Nonconformist Stargirl changes life at her new high school.
O9733DR

Owens

Dragon’s Apprentice

Three friends embark on a quest to save Time itself.

T6595TO

Tomlinson

Toads and Diamonds

Two step sisters receive gifts from a goddess.
P23568SI

Park

A Single Shard

Medieval Korean orphan learns how to throw pottery.

V2466FL

VanDraanen

Flipped

Two teenagers describe their feelings for themselves, their
P2113ER

Paolini

Eragon (sequels)

families and each other have changed over time.

Eragon finds a mysterious stones that leads him to a world of
fantastical creatures.

W8559TR

Wolff

True Believer

Teen LaVaughn learns life is what you make it.

